Give valuable possessions the special attention they deserve.

If you want high-end security and protection for high-value cargo shipments, look no further than American Airlines Cargo. Your valuable cargo will be stored in secure facilities that are locked down tight and kept under surveillance en route. In addition, not only will we treat your shipments with the special handling and care you expect, we will be with you all the way, monitoring them from point to point until they reach their final destination.

We accept valuable cargo on flights using ExpediteFS™ service. We classify valuable cargo items as 1) those with a declared value of $5,000 or more and shipped within or between the U.S. and Canada (including Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands) or 2) those with a declared value of more than $1,000 per gross kilogram that originated in a non-U.S. country (except the U.K., GBP 450 or more per gross kilogram) or are exported from the U.S. or Canada.

The following items are considered valuable cargo:

- Works of art
- Money, bills of exchange, bonds, currency and coinage
- Data tapes containing sensitive personal data
- Furs and specialty clothing
- Silver and gold bullion, platinum and other precious metals
- Fine jewelry, including watches, pearls and gems
- Deeds and promissory notes
- Evidences of debt
- Securities, negotiable
- Stamps and postage or revenue
- Stock certificates

For more information, please contact our Customer Service Center at

1.800.CARGO.AA (1.800.227.4622)
1.800.344.4320 (Spanish)
+1.817.335.6706 (International)
aacargo.com
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